Head and eye motions are used to capture images and build an internal representation of space designed to plan and guide hand reach motions. It is hypothesized that reach movements are based on the coordination of multiple subsystems that pursue the individual goals of visual gaze and manual transfer. In the present study, seated reach movements were modeled using differential inverse kinematics. An 8-DOF model represented the torso-neck-head link (visual subsystem), and a 9-DOF model represented the torso-upper limb link (manual subsystem), respectively. Joint angles were predicted in the velocity domain via a pseudo-inverse Jacobian that weighted each link for its contribution to the movement. A secondary objective function was introduced to enable both subsystems to achieve the corresponding movement goals in a coordinated manner, by manipulating redundant degrees of freedom. Simulated motions were compared to motion recordings from eight subjects performing right-hand reaches in a seated posture. Joint angles were predicted with and without the contribution of the coordination function, and model accuracy was determined using the RMS error of the predicted angles. For targets at a large eccentricity and far-reach distance, prediction accuracy was better when a coordination function was included. These results indicate that 1) visuomanual interaction plays a significant role in reach tasks; 2) the central nervous system takes into account the constraints of each system to find an optimal set of joint angles; and 3) the better performance of the model for large target eccentricity and distance results from the significant contribution of head rotation. abs2004_12
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